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PRAIRIE VIEW A & M COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 
© Mobil Oil Corporation 
At Mobil 
you don't have to be 
an engineer 
to be equal. 
You know the rhetoric. Equal 
opportunities. 
And maybe you've come up 
against the reality. Equal opportu­
nities for engineers, mathemati­
cians, scientists. 
But for a black with a B.A., 
forget it. Some big corporations 
don't even want to talk to you un­
less you've got that B.S. 
Mobil wants to talk. Whatever 
degree you've got. 
We need B.A.'s. For positions 
primarily in sales (marketing rep­
resentatives). And we don't care if 
you've ever held a slide rule. We'll 
take phys. ed., history, general ed­
ucation, sociology, business 
majors. Or whatever. If you're moti­
vated and have a strong desire to 
sell, we've got the job. 
Of course, there are plenty of 
opportunities for black engineers 
at Mobil, too. 
So, B.A. or B.S., check it out 
with your placement officer. Or 
write to R. W. Brocksbank, our 
Manager of College Relations and 
College Recruiting, at Mobil Oil 
Corporation, Dept. 2189, 150 East 
42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017. 
And remember. Mobil isn't 
just another equal opportunity em­
ployer. 
We're an unequaled opportu­
nity employer. 
Mobil 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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PLACEMENT SERVICES PERSONNEL 
Miss Lois B. Parsons 
Associate Director 
Mrs. Priscilla S. Yell 
Stenographer 
Mr. Brutus N. Jackson 
Director 
Mrs. Mildred 0. Pratt 
Secretary 
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To investigate the potential of a sales 
career in one of our many branches 
throughout the nation, write to the 
Regional Employment Manager in the 
area of your choice: 
Xerox gets involved—deeply 
and purposefully. 
Not only in making copiers, but in 
transmitting knowledge quickly 
and accurately to meet the demands 
of a fast-changing world. 
That's why we're involved in 
computers, duplicators, transmission 
systems, microfilm, display equipment, 
educational techniques, graphics, 
optics and other technologies, 
on an international scope. 
And we get involved not only in 
business, but in people—their 
aspirations, problems and futures, 
in theirwork and in their communities. 
That's why we seek people who have 
a natural drive to do better as 
individuals, and give them opportunity 
equal to their ability. And why we 
take pride in the talented men 
and women of many races, colors 
and creeds who have kept us 
successfully involved in all the 
things we're concerned about. 
In the Rochester, N.Y. area, we 
typically offer careers in marketing, 
finance, administration, research, 
engineering and manufacturing. For 
more information, write fully to 
Mr. Bruce Rismiller, Dept. MZ-04-K1, 
Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 251, 
Webster, New York 14580. 
Northeast: 
445 Hamilton Ave., White Plains, N.Y. 10601 
Mid-Atlantic: 
1911 No. Fort Myer Dr., Arlington, Va. 22209 
Southern: 
3636 McKinney Ave., Dallas, Texas 75204 
Mid-West: 
3000 Des Plaines Ave., Des Plaines, III. 60018 
Western: 
2200 East McFadden Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 
XEROX 
An Equal Opportunity Employer (Male/Female) 
GOALS 
To act as a liaison for both employer and prospective employee to assist with employment problems 
and interests. , , , . • x 
To provide an opportunity for continuing service to the student so that he may gain information and 
experience in interviewing, writing letters of application, and writing letters of acceptance as a part of 
students' overall general education. 
To provide an opportunity for a degree of service to industry and other organizations to enhance 
Prairie View's image. . . . ... 
To provide an integration of placement service into the total program of the institution to facilitate 
sound faculty relations. 
To provide a continuing service to alumni so that they may be abreast of employment opportunities. 
POLICIES 
The Prairie View A&M Career Planning and Placement 
Center has the following policies: 
1. Each student must fill out all necessary forms before 
appearing for an interview. 
2. No excused cuts will be issued to a student for the pur­
pose of interviewing on or off-campus, or for company 
visitations. (Requests to be excused from class for job 
interviews must be made directly through the professors 
and/or the Dean's Office.) 
3. There are no limits placed on the number of interviews 
a person may take provided there is a genuine interest 
shown in the available position. 
4. Company, plant or school visitations are encouraged as 
long as they do not conflict with the student's academic 
performance or the student's commitment to another 
company. 
5. All recruiting information will be made available to 
students. 
PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES 
To The Interviewee: 
All students (graduates and undergraduates) should 
establish a Placement Folder before reporting for an inter­
view. The Folder should consist of the following: 
Resume 
Confidential Ratings 
Transcript or Transcript Release Cards 
All students should check with the Center, dormitory 
news releases, department news releases. Center news re­
leases, and lobbies to obtain the Master Recruiting Sche­
dule. This schedule contains by month, the names of com­
panies, the date of the interview, and disciplines the com­
pany is interested in interviewing. 
Students seeking employment through the Place­
ment Center should do the following: 
. . . Sign the Interview Sheet at an appropriate time on 
the day the desired company is scheduled to appear. 
.. . Pick up company literature from the Placement 
Library and read carefully in order to have suffi­
cient knowledge about the company by whom the 
student will be interviewed. 
. . .  B e  p u n c t u a l  f o r  a l l  i n t e r v i e w s .  
Once a student has accepted an offer of employment, 
he may no longer continue to be interviewed. 
No student should hold more than two job offers at any 
one time. Upon receipt of a third offer, it is assumed that 
one will be rejected. It is further assumed that by the dead­
line date set by the company, any offer will be accepted or 
rejected. 
To The Interviewer: 
The company is expected to send a representative 
(interviewer) on the scheduled date to conduct interviews. 
If the requested date cannot be met, the Placement Center 
should be notified at least two weeks prior to the scheduled 
date so that proper adjustments can be made. Because of 
the difficulties and confusion involved in altering a schedule 
once a student has signed-up for an appointment, we ask 
that special care and consideration be exercised in schedu­
ling and re-scheduling your visits. 
The Career Planning and Placement Center is not a 
place for companies to meet their visitation quotas. There­
fore, it is expected that recruiters visiting the campus will 
be sincere about trying to find qualified personnel. 
The Center personnel are pleased to serve you in the 
following ways during your stay at Prairie View A&M 
College: 
. . . Arrange all lunches, including invitations you may 
wish to extend to faculty and staff members. 
. . . With consent from the student, a transcript may be 
acquired from the Registrar's Office. 
. . . Provide resumes and confidential ratings for all 
students interviewed. 
. . . Set up future recruiting dates. 
We, indeed, welcome you to the "Hill" and endeavor to 
make your visit one of comfort and success for your com­
pany and our institution. The Director and Associate Direc­
tor are available for discussion during your visit. 
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People are changing our world. Faster, more dramat­
ically, more compellingly than ever before. Lines are 
disappearing. Now it's all the people. Old groups on the 
decline, new ones stepping out to find a new tomorrow; 
one we wouldn't have believed yesterday. Many 
groups; one group. All the people. 
It's new styles and colors, new depth and breadth of 
interests. It's work and leisure and education. It's 
politics and government. It's the people, all the people 
— growing, developing and changing. 
JCPenney 
is at the front of this change. Rapidly expanding, this 
modern retailing giant has more than 1900 retail outlets 
with annual sales ringing in excess of four billion 
dollars. Fantastic, isn't it! Especially when you consider 
that just six short years ago sales were at the two 
billion dollar mark. That's growth! 
It isn't too difficult to see why an upward moving 
company such as JCPenney would offer college grads 
an opportunity at an exciting, rewarding and chal­
lenging career. Due to this rapid growth, we anticipate 
openings all over the country in our tuned-in career 
programs for STORE MANAGEMENT. 
Come rap with us and see for yourself. Sign up for an 
interview with the JCPenney recruiter or write for a 
brochure. We not only want you but rather we need you 
to help spark our continued growth and yes, of 
course, change. 
CHARLES R. LOPS, MANAGER 
CORPORATE COLLEGE RELATIONS—10 
JCPenney Company, Inc. 
1301 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10019 
an equal opportunity employer M/F 
Young. Gifted. 
And in charge. 
When you graduate, and you're ready to start your 
career, you won't want to spend another four years or 
more as a trainee. You'll want to take charge. 
That's where Army Officer Candidate School can 
put you years ahead of your college class. By giving 
you immediate management responsibilities. 
As an OCS graduate, you could be running your 
own 200-man company before you're 25. With a monthly 
operating budget of $100,000. Assets over $2 million. 
And a payroll approaching $75,000 a month. 
You'll have a salary to match your responsibilities. 
30 days paid vacation each year. Officer's housing and 
privileges. And full retirement benefits in only 20 years. 
Today's Army is for the young and gifted. If you're 
ready to take charge of a big job, send the coupon for 
more about our accelerated management program. 
Army ocs Ibdayfe Army 
wants to join you. 
Army Opportunities 
Department 100, Han 
I'd like to know more about Army Officer Candidate School. 
t t , mpton, Va. 23369 1PLM 9 72 




The energy to keep straining toward your chosen goal —and even 
as you attain it, look forward to the ones beyond. 
The energy to explore, evaluate, create, bring needed changes. 
Energy to burn, figuratively—that wealth possessed by the 
young, in mind no less than body. 
Energy to burn, literally, because ideas—freedom, equality, well-being, 
conservation of our natural environment—must be turned into 
realities—food, shelter, warmth, access, economic independence 
and the physical means to accomplish our goals. 
Atlantic Richfield is an energy company—in all these ways. One of the 
nation's thirty leading industrial corporations, and one of the 
ten companies producing most of our energy needs. A company that 
is forward-looking in management. Imaginative in organization and 
operation. Open to fresh thinking. Responsible in outlook. 
While our specific requirements continually change, we typically 
offer opportunities to financial and systems analysts, accountants, 
auditors, engineers, geologists, geophysicists, sales representatives, 
agronomists and programmers. 
We invite your interest. See our representative on campus or your 
Placement Director. 
AtlanticRichfieldCompany ^ 
An equal opportunity employer M/F. 
LETTER WRITING 
Whether accepting a plant visitation, job offer, or 
writing a letter of application, the importance of proper 
letter writing cannot be over emphasized. Promptness 
should be exercised in handling correspondence by 
acknowledgment of all offers of employment, whether or 
not you intend to make a definite or immediate decision in 
the matter. 
The main purpose of your letter is to communicate a 
message. It should reflect your ability to organize your 
thoughts and effectively express them. 
The Placement Center personnel will assist you should 
you have difficulty in writing your replies. 
Listed below are a few general rules for writing a good 
letter: 
1. It should be typewritten on H'A x 11 regular white 
typewriter bond paper. 
2. The letter should be addressed to the appropriate 
person within the organization. (Include the title 
whenever possible.) 
3. It should be businesslike, neat and clean. 
4. The content should give only the facts. It should 
not attempt to be clever or facetious. 
5. It should be polite. 
6. The letter should be signed in ink above the 
typewritten signature. 
Negative Factors Evaluated During an Employment Interview 
As Reported by 153 Companies Surveyed by Frank S. Endieott, 
1. Poor personal appearance. 
2. Overbearing — overaggressive — conceited "superi­
ority complex"—"know-it-all." 
3. Inability to express himself clearly — poor voice, 
diction, grammar. 
4. Lack of planning for career — no purpose and 
goals. 
5. Lack of interest and enthusiasm — passive, indif­
ferent. 
6. Lack of confidence and poise — nervousness — ill-
at-ease. 
7. Failure to participate in activities. 
8. Overemphasis on money — interest only in best 
dollar offer. 
9. Poor scholastic record — just got by. 
10. Unwilling to start at the bottom — expects too 
much too soon. 
11. Makes excuses — evasiveness - hedges on unfavor­
able factors in record. 
12. I ack of tact. 
13. Lack of maturity. 
14. Lack of courtesy — ill mannered. 
15. Condemnation of past employers. 
16. Lack of social understanding. 
17. Marked dislike for school work. 
18. Lack of vitality. 
19. Fails to look interviewer in the eye. 
20. Limp, fishy hand-shake. 
21. Indecision. 





























Frequently Leading to Rejection of the Applicant 
Director of Placement, Northwestern University. 
Unhappy married life. 
Friction with parents. 
Sloppy application blank. 
Merely shopping around. 
Wants job only for short time. 
Little sense of humor. 
Lack of knowledge of field of specialization. 
Parents make decisions for him. 
No interest in company or in industry. 
Emphasis on whom he knows. 
Unwillingness to go where we send him. 
Cynical. 
Low moral standards. 
Lazy. 
Intolerant — strong prejudices. 
Narrow interests. 
Spends much time in movies. 
Poor handling of personal finances. 
No interest in community activities. 
Inability to take criticism. 
Lack of appreciation of the value of experience. 
Radical ideas. 
Late to interview without good reason. 
Never heard of company. 
Failure to express appreciation for interviewer's 
time. 
Asks no questions about the job. 
High pressure type. 
Indefinite response to questions. 
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If you don't expect to 
stand still, join a company 
that doesn't. 
General Dynamics is a company known 
for forging ahead—strongly and con­
tinuously—in diversified fields. We're 
big in telecommunications data prod­
ucts, electronics, building materials, 
natural resources, and the marine, air­
craft and space industries. 
When you start your career with us, 
you'll have more directions to go in. 
And just as important, you'll have a 
chance to expand your responsibilities 
—and your areas of interest—as fast as 
you expand your abilities. Because 
we've recognized that our success 
comes from giving talented, ambitious 
people—men and women of all races, 
colors and creeds—the right opportu­
nity for their own success. 
We are seeking recent graduates in 
EE, ME, CE, Computer Sciences, Busi­
ness Administration, Finance and 
Accounting for openings in General 
Dynamics operations whose locations 
are as diversified as their businesses. 
To find out more about openings at 
specific locations, make an appoint­
ment to see us through your school's 
Placement Office. Or write in detail 
directly to: Mr. A. H. Rambeau Gen­
eral Dynamics Corporation, Pierre 
LaClede Center, St. Louis, Mo. 63105. 
GENERAL DYNAMICS OPERATIONS: 
CONVAIR AEROSPACE DIVISION: Fort 
Worth,Texas; San Diego, California 
ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION: Groton, 
Connecticut 
ELECTRO DYNAMIC DIVISION: San Diego 
and Pomona, California; Orlando, 
Florida; Avenel, New Jersey 
MATERIAL SERVICE CORPORATION: 
Chicago, Illinois 
QUINCY SHIPBUILDING DIVISION: 
Quincy, Mass. 
STROM BERG-CARLSON CORPORATION: 
Rochester, New York 
STROMBERG DATAGRAPHIX, INC.: 
San Diego, California 
GENERAL DYNAMICS 
We are committed to equal employment opportunity 
We can't 
<2SS*\ 
promise you a 
job tomorrow, 





















For more information, contact: 
Mr. A. W. Petti 
Employment Manager 
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. 
721 Pestalozzi Street 
St. Louis, Mo. 63118 
Telephone (314) 577-2519 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. 
ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA . HOUSTON 
COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE • MERRIMACK . WILLIAMSBURG 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
Member, National Alliance of Businessmen 
The Principles and Practices of 
College Recruiting 
A statement of basic agreements developed for those 
engaged in college placement and recruitment as a guide 
to ethical practice. 
This document pertains particularly to the relationships 
of college placement officers and students with employers. 
GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
It is in the best interests of students, colleges and employers 
alike that the consideration of careers and selection of employ­
ment opportunities be based on an understanding of all the 
relevant facts and that these considerations be made in an 
atmosphere conducive to objective thought. 
The recruiting of college students for employment by business, 
industry, government, and education should be carried out by the 
employers, candidates, and college authorities to serve best the 
following objectives: 
1. The open and free selection of an employment opportunity 
that will provide the candidate with the optimum long-term 
utilization of his talents, consistent with his personal objectives. 
2. The promotion of intelligent and responsible choice of a 
career by the candidate for his own greatest satisfaction and the 
most fruitful long-range investment of his talents for himself, for 
his employer, and for society. 
3. The development of the placement function as an integral 
part of the educational system so that it, as well as the total 
recruiting process, may be oriented toward the establishment of 
high standards of integrity and conduct among all parties. 
PRINCIPLES 
THE EMPLOYER 
1. Prior to, or at the time of the offer of employment, the 
employer should clearly explain to the candidate all conditions of 
employment. 
2. The employer should give the candidate reasonable time to 
consider his offer, and in no case should the candidate be sub­
jected to undue pressure to make a decision concerning employ­
ment. 
3. The employer should not offer a candidate special payments, 
gifts, bonuses, or other inducements, nor should he compensate 
or favor a third party to prevail upon the candidate to accept an 
employment offer. 
4. The employer should not raise salary offers already made, 
except when such action can be clearly justified as sound industrial 
relations practice; such as, when an increase in hiring rate is 
required on an over-all basis to reflect salary adjustments in the 
employing organization. 
5. The employer should not ask the placement office to divulge 
salary offers made by other organizations or for confidential 
information of any nature. 
6. The employer should avoid any arrangements that would 
provide preferential recruitment or extra assistance from any 
college by virtue of financial or other special considerations. 
7. A. In recognition of the fact that the college placement 
function plays an integral role in the development of the student, 
on-campus recruitment activities should be conducted by the 
individual employer. Where unusual circumstances may require 
that the employer be represented by other than those directly 
responsible to management, such representation shall be in the 
name of the employer and the employer shall assume full respon­
sibility for any negotiations. 
B. The employer participating in recruiting activities related 
to graduating college students, but conducted off-campus, should 
take every reasonable precaution to assure that the sponsoring 
organization conducts its program in keeping with the spirit and 
intent of these Principles and Practices. 
C. The employer utilizing external recruiting media or pro­
grams directed toward those college students or graduates antici­
pating their first employment should assume reasonable responsi­
bility for the reliability of representations made by such media 
or programs. 
8. When a candidate has declined an offer, the employer 
should accept that decision as final. If for any reason the em­
ployer wishes to re-establish contact with the candidate before 
graduation, he should do so only with a copy of his letter sent 
to the placement office. 
9. The employer should engage each candidate who has ac­
cepted his offer except when this becomes impossible because of 
(a) contingencies explained during the interview or (b) unavoid­
able economic factors not foreseen when the offer was made. 
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(Mr., Miss, Mrs.) 
First Middle 
HOME ADDRESS (Street, City, State) Home Phone 





College Phone U. S. Citizen 
Yes No | 
Height Weight 
Other 
If "No", type of Visa 
o l-> 
<D O 5-== 
Physical Limitations 






WORK LOCATION RESTRICTIONS (If any) Social Security Number 
/ / 

































THESIS AND DISSERTATION TITLE(S) 
NAMES OF ADVISOR(S) 
COLLEGE HONORS, PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES, FRATERNITIES, AND ACTIVITIES (Give Positions Held) 
COLLEGE EXPENSES EARNED HOW EARNED 
SIGNIFICANT WORK EXPERIENCE 
(Names and addresses of Employers) Discription of Work 




PRESENT SELECTIVE Anticipated Military Duty Army R 0 T C Navy R O T C 
SERVICE STATUS Branch Yes • No • Yes • No • 
PREVIOUS SERVICE (Branch) From To Rank Experience 
REFERENCES (Names and addresses - Preferably Faculty and Staff) 
OTHER INFORMATION (Community Activities, Hobbies, and Interests, Etc.) 
STUDENT TEACHING School Location Cooperating Teacher 
Signature Date Signed 

C o m p l i a n c e  
A complaint against an employer involving violation of these 
principles should he made in one of the following ways: 
1. Direct dialog between the placement officer and the em­
ployer concerned, or his superior; or 
2. A confidential report to the chairman of the ethics com­
mittee of the appropriate Regional Association for adjudication 
or hearing. 
The Regional committee may refer the complaint to the 
College Placement Council's Principles and Practices Compliance 
Committee for further interpretation or for information on past 
precedents, as required. Final adjudication, however, is the re­
sponsibility of the Regional Association involved. 
Sanctions f o r  V i o l a t i o n s  
In cases referred to the Regional committee any necessary 
reprimand may take the form of: 
1. A warning. 
2. Suspension of privileges to attend an annual Regional 
meeting during a period of suspension determined by the Regional 
Association. 
3. Forfeiture or denial of membership in the Regional Asso­
ciation. 
THE COLLEGE 
1. In counseling candidates, the placement officer and faculty 
members should not exert undue influence in the selection of 
positions. 
2. The placement office constantly should be aware of its 
responsibility not to disclose any information given to it in con­
fidence by employers or candidates as distinguished from infor­
mation provided for general dissemination. Consequently, no 
employee of the placement office should divulge any salary infor­
mation on a specific candidate to any employer. 
3. The placement office may advise alumni that placement 
services are available if they are seeking a position. However, the 
placement officer should not contact an employed alumnus about 
a specific employment opportunity unless the alumnus has 
indicated that he is seeking a new position. 
4. A college placement officer should avoid any arrangements 
that would provide preferential placement or extra assistance to 
organizations by virtue of financial or other special considerations. 
5. In recognition of the fact that the college placement 
function plays an integral role in the development of the candi­
date, college placement officers and staff members should exercise 
restraint in the endorsement, or inferential endorsement, of pro­
posed or existing placement and recruitment media. Such restraint 
shall be exercised especially until such time as the value of such 
media shall have been established by their contribution to student 
personnel services on the campus concerned. 
C o m p l i a n c e  
A complaint against a placement office involving violation of 
these principles may be made in one of the following ways: 
1. Direct dialog between the employer and the placement 
officer concerned, or his superior; or 
2. A confidential report to the chairman of the ethics com­
mittee of the appropriate Regional Association for adjudication 
or hearing. 
The Regional committee may refer the complaint to the 
College Placement Council's Principles and Practices Compliance 
Committee for further interpretation or for information on past 
precedents, as required. Final adjudication is the responsibility 
of the Regional Association involved. 
S a n c t i o n s  f o r  V i o l a t i o n s  
In cases referred to the Regional committee any necessary 
reprimand may take the form of: 
1. A warning. 
2. Suspension of privileges to attend an annual Regional 
meeting during a period of suspension determined by the Regional 
Association. 
3. Forfeiture or denial of membership in the Regional Asso­
ciation. 
PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES 
The following are recommended operational pro­
cedures which are felt to serve the best interests of the 
employer, the college, and the candidate—as differentiated 
from the principles set forth in the preceding section. 
THE EMPLOYER 
1. The employer should inform the placement office well in 
advance regarding desired interview dates, broad categories of 
employment expected to be available, college degrees, and other 
peitinent requirements. He should promptly advise the placement 
office of any change in his original request or subsequent arrange­
ments. 
2. The employer should provide suitable material to give 
students a true and factual picture of the employing organization. 
This material should be supplied in sufficient quantities and well 
in advance of the interviewing date. 
3. When both the parent organization and subsidiary or 
a Hated organization conduct interviews in the same college, an 
explanation of their missions and exact affiliation should be made, 
oth to the placement office and to the candidates. 
4. The employer should be punctual. He should advise the 
p acement office about his anticipated arrival and departure times. 
very effort should be made to avoid last-minute cancellations. 
5. The employer should follow the interview time schedule 
agreed upon with the placement office. 
t. ^la^ S00n as Poss'ble following an interview, the employer 
s ou communicate with the candidate and the placement office 
concerning the outcome of the interview. 
f If,the employer invites a candidate to visit his premises for 




nails a day 
can hold a lot 
of things 
together. 
In Pittsburgh a new plant opened up 
recently. Its name: Wylie Centre 
Industries, Inc. Its product: aluminum 
nails—a million a day. Its work force: 
all black. Its future: bright. 
Wylie Centre Industries is a joint 
venture of the United Black Front 
and Aluminum Company of America. 
Alcoa provides management, manu­
facturing and marketing expertise, 
but that will be phased out as soon as 
possible and Wylie Centre Industries 
will be on its own. No strings attached. 
Although our main business is 
aluminum, we're deeply concerned 
about people, too. The proof is 
in our projects: Wylie Centre 
Industries, our support to black 
colleges and universities, National 
Alliance of Businessmen and 
the Urban League, and our recruiting 
of black professionals. In every 
sense of the word, we're an equal 
opportunity employer. 
QALCOA 






interfere as little as possible with class schedules. The employer 
should explain what expenses will be paid, how, and when. Invi­
tations for this purpose should be made only on an individual 
basis and the employer should avoid elaborate entertaining or 
overselling. 
8. No more than two and preferably only one interviewer 
should conduct an interview. The total number of interviewers 
brought on campus by an employer should not exceed the num­
ber necessary to handle adequately the number of candidates 
scheduled for interviews. 
9. Arrangements for interview space requirements should be 
made in advance with the placement office. 
10. Representatives of an employer, including alumni of the 
college, should notify the placement office of the college, in ad­
vance, of any plans for campus visits to acquaint faculty mem­
bers or candidates with employment activities or opportunities. 
Such representatives should exercise scrupulous care to avoid 
undue demands on the time of faculty members or candidates. 
11. An employer who desires to meet with a particular candi­
date at the time of his interview visit should communicate with 
the candidate well in advance with a notice to the placement 
office. 
12. The employer should keep the placement office informed 
concerning his interest in particular candidates and his negotia­
tions with them. 
13. The employer should make certain that its representatives 
using placement office facilities are acquainted with this statement 
of "Principles and Practices of College Placement and Recruit­
ment." 
Times are changing, and the development of 
new applications for our technologies is help­
ing to shape the world of the future. At Ray­
theon, although vitally concerned with the de­
fense of our nation, many of our broad-based 
technologies are successfully being transferred 
to fulfill the requirements of everyday living. 
We're working on vehicular traffic control and 
safety. We're using our knowledge and re­
sources to do something about water pollution. 
Our digital display systems are used in a vari­
ety of commercial applications. We're explor­
ing underwater worlds. We're challenging 
problems, and finding viable solutions. 
Working at Raytheon, you will find the 
excitement, creativity and challenge that you 
want for a career. Come and get involved. 
We've been a recognized leader in the world 
of technology since 1922. And, we have all 
the facilities, expertise and farsightedness you 
expect from such a leader. 
For a copy of Raytheon's latest brochure, 
or to arrange an on-campus interview, contact 
your placement director or write: Manager of 
College Relations, Raytheon Company, 
Lexington, Mass. 02173. 
An equal opportunity employer 
RAYTHEON 
THE COLLEGE 
1. The college should provide competent counseling service 
and such other assistance that will aid the candidate in reaching a 
career decision based on a full appreciation of his potential. 
2. As soon as the information is available, the placement office 
should inform employers about graduation dates and the number 
of candidates who are candidates for degrees in the various 
curricula of the college. 
3. The placement office should make employment material 
available to candidates and faculty. 
4. The placement office should not restrict the number of 
interviews per candidate, except as necessary to discourage 
indiscriminate "shopping." 
5. The college should provide adequate space and facilities for, 
quiet and private interviews. 
6. Candidate resumes and/or related material should not be 
released to organizations other than to bona fide employers, and 
then only with the written permission of the candidate. 
7. The placement office should arrange for employers to meet 
faculty members who know candidates personally and can pro­
vide information about their work and qualifications. 
8. Alumni may establish files with the placement office at an 
institution other than their own, provided this arrangement is in 
keeping with the receiving institution's policy. They will be asked 
to furnish, for the cooperating institution's files, a statement from 
the placement officer of the college where they completed their 
studies. 
9. The placement office should make certain that candidates 
using its facilities are acquainted with this statement. 
10. As early as practicable, the placement office should an­
nounce the names of employers and the dates on which they will 
be recruiting on campus. Announcements should be made later 
Continued on Page 38 
CONCERNED 
INDIVIDUALS 
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA 
OFFERS PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS 
WHICH ALLOW YOU TO SERVE 
THE YOUTH OF TODAY 
THROUGH A PROGRAM OF 
ACTION, INVOLVEMENT, 
AND CHALLENGE 
For More Information on 
How You Can Become Involved 
Vrite: Donald E. Hamrick, Recruiting Executive 
Boy Scouts of America 
North Brunswick, N.J. 08902 
That doesn't look 
like a sewing machine! 
Of course not. It's part of a multi-layered circuit board made 
by our Kearfott division—just one of hundreds of products or 
services you could be working with in a career at Singer. 
Singer is a leader and innovator in pre-school education, 
information systems, aerospace and marine systems, educa­
tion and training, and consumer and industrial products. Here 
are examples of current openings in three of our divisions. 
They should give you some idea of the diverse career options 
we offer. 
Consumer Products Division We manufacture and market a 
full line of sewing machines and sewing related products. We 
are the largest division of the Company and we need Deve­
lopment Engineers and Manufacturing Engineers. Plant loca­
tion: Elizabeth, New Jersey. 
Simulation Products Division We make simulation trainers for 
spaceships, aircraft, nuclear reactors, cars, locomotives, 
ships, etc., as well as photogrammetric devices, visual display 
systems, film data storage and retrieval1 systems, ultra-preci­
sion measuring devices, micro-graphic and transportation 
systems, and educational systems. We need Circuit Develop­
ment Engineers, Feedback Control Engineers, Logic Design 
Engineers, Scientific Programmer, Systems Analysts, Design­
ers, and Programmers. Plant locations: Binghamton, New 
York; Silver Spring Maryland; Sunnyvale, California. 
Kearfott Division We do systems engineering analysis and 
simulation and design. We make inertial systems and prod­
ucts, computer and peripheral equipment radar products, and 
special precision rotation products. We have a fully manned 
and equipped research center. We need Circuit Development 
Engineers, Scientific Programmer, Systems Analysts and Pro­
grammers. Plant locations: Little Falls, New Jersey. 
Whatever you want to do, we hope you will investigate 
Singer. Chances are we're involved in something that inter­
ests you. 
Please see our representative when he visits your campus or 
send your resume to: 
Mr. Charles O. Wilkins 
Manager, University Programs and Recruitment 
The Singer Company 30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York, N.Y. 10020 








They're Sun Oil recruiters. 
You might meet one of them 
face-to-face in a campus job 
interview. 
If you do, they'll tell you straight 
about the petroleum industry, Sun 
Oil Company and job opportunities. 
Any other way, and you took a 
job with Sun, you probably wouldn't 
stay very long. 
Take Ernie (he's black). He'll tell 
you being black doesn't make very 
much difference at Sun. He could 
suggest that sometimes it helps, 
citing the recent action of placing 25 
million dollars of group insurance 
with an all-black company. 
Sun's not color-blind, or any 
other kind of blind. It's just that in 
our work, color or race or religion or 
sex (within certain limitations) 
doesn't have anything to do with it. 
Then about the industry. Sure, 
there's some pollution, but we're 
working and spending like sin to 
minimize it. We're also necessary. 
Without gas, oil and grease for fuel, 
power and lubrication America 
would be in a mess. 
Another point. Our industry is 
responsible for nearly 11/2 million 
jobs. That's a lot of opportunity. 
So—if you've got the urge to 
get into petroleum, and want to 
check out one of the industry's 
exciting, progressive companies, 
see Earl Pearce, Ernie Harvey, 
Joe Pew or Harley Andrews. Your 
Placement Director will know when 
they'll be on campus. 
For more information, or a copy 
of our Career Guide, write SUN OIL 
COMPANY, Human Resources Dept. 
PM, 1608 Walnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103. 
SUNOCO 
An Equal Opportunity 
E m p l o y e r  M / F  
RECRUITING SCHEDULE —ALPHABETICAL 
A E T N A  L I F E  &  C A S U A L T Y  
D e c e m b e r  5 ,  M a r c h  1 5  
A L U M I N U M  C O M P A N Y  O F  A M E R I C A  
( A L C O A )  
O c t o b e r  2 7  
A L L S T A T E  I N S U R A N C E  C O M P A N Y  
F e b r u a r y  1 9  
A M O C O  C H E M I C A L S  C O R P O R A T I O N  
N o v e m b e r  1  
A M O C O  P R O D U C T I O N  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  8 ,  F e b r u a r y  1 3  
A T L A N T I C  R I C H F I E L D  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  1 5  &  1 7 ,  M a r c h  2  
A U T O M A T I O N  I N D U S T R I E S ,  I N C . / V I T R O  
L A B O R A T O R I E S  D I V .  
O c t o b e r  2 5  
A V O N D A L E  S H I P Y A R D S ,  I N C .  
M a r c h  6  
B A R B E R - C O L E M A N  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  1 0 ,  M a r c h  2 8  
B A R O I D  D I V . / N L  I N D U S T R I E S ,  I N C .  
N o v e m b e r  1 0  
B A T T E L L  C O L U M B U S  L A B S  
D e c e m b e r  6  
B E L L  &  H O W E L L  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  2 6  
B E L L  S Y S T E M S  
O c t o b e r  1 0  
B E N D I X  C O R P O R A T I O N  
O c t o b e r  1 0  &  1 1 ,  M a r c h  1 4  &  1 5  
B E T H L E H E M  S T E E L  C O R P O R A T I O N  
O c t o b e r  1 3  
B O Y  S C O U T S  O F  A M E R I C A  
M a r c h  1 4  
B U F F A L O  F O R G E  C O M P A N Y  
F e b r u a r y  7  
C A B O T  C O R P O R A T I O N  
O c t o b e r  1 8 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 1  
C A M E R O N  I R O N  W O R K S ,  I N C .  
O c t o b e r  1 8 ,  F e b r u a r y  1 4  
C A R N A T I O N  C O M P A N Y  
M a r c h  1 6  
C A R R I E R  C O R P O R A T I O N  
F e b r u a r y  9  
C E L A N E S E  C O R P O R A T I O N  
O c t o b e r  4 ,  F e b r u a r y  7  
C E N T R A L  I L L I N O I S  P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  
J a n u a r y  2 3  
C H E V R O N  O I L  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  1 7  
C H R Y S L E R  C O R P O R A T I O N  
F e b r u a r y  1 5  
C I T Y  P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  B O A R D  
N o v e m b e r  2  
C L A I R O L  I N C .  
M a r c h  7  
C L E V E L A N D  E L E C T R I C  I L L U M I N A T I O N  C O .  
J a n u a r y  2 6  
C O L G A T E  P A L M O L I V E  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  9  
C O L L I N S  R A D I O  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  9 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 8  
Subject to Change-
lS 
C O L U M B I A  G U L F  T R A N S M I S S I O N  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  1 9 ,  F e b r u a r y  1 5  
C O M B U S T I O N  E N G I N E E R I N G ,  I N C .  
F e b r u a r y  5  
C O M M O N W E A L T H  E D I S O N  C O M P A N Y  
J a n u a r y  2 3  
C O N T I N E N T A L  C A N  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  2 ,  M a r c h  8  
C O N T I N E N T A L  O I L  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  9 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 1  
C O N T R O L  D A T A  C O R P O R A T I O N  
F e b r u a r y  1 3  
C P C  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  I N C .  
N o v e m b e r  1 4 ,  M a r c h  1 3  
C U M M I N S  E N G I N E  C O M P A N Y ,  I N C .  
N o v e m b e r  1 6 ,  J a n u a r y  3 1  
D A L L A S  P O L I C E  D E P A R T M E N T  
N o v e m b e r  1  
D A L L A S  P O W E R  &  L I G H T  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  1 1 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 2  
D E E R E  &  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  8 ,  F e b r u a r y  7  
D E P A R T M E N T  O F  T H E  N A V Y / C I V I L I A N  
M A N P O W E R  M A N A G E M E N T  
O c t o b e r  3 1 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 7  
D E P A R T M E N T  O F  T H E  T R E A S U R Y / I N T E R N A L  
R E V E N U E  S E R V I C E  
O c t o b e r  3 ,  F e b r u a r y  6  
D I A M O N D  S H A M R O C K  C O R P O R A T I O N  
O c t o b e r  2 3 ,  F e b r u a r y  1 2  
D O W  B A D I S C H E  C O M P A N Y  
D e c e m b e r  7  
D O W  C H E M I C A L  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  1 5 ,  F e b r u a r y  7  
E . l .  D U  P O N T  D E  N E M O U R S  &  C O . ,  I N C .  
O c t o b e r  1 9  &  2 0  
E A S T M A N  K O D A K  C O M P A N Y  
D e c e m b e r  5 ,  F e b r u a r y  5  
E A T O N  C O R P O R A T I O N  
O c t o b e r  1 6  
E B A S C O  S E R V I C E S  I N C .  
O c t o b e r  3 1 ,  M a r c h  2 3  
E D N A  I N D E P E N D E N T  S C H O O L  D I S T R I C T  
A p r i l  1 2  
E M E R S O N  E L E C T R I C  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  3 ,  M a r c h  2  
F I R E S T O N E  T I R E  &  R U B B E R  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  2 7 ,  M a r c h  9  
F I R S T  C I T Y  N A T I O N A L  B A N K  
O c t o b e r  1 7  
F L E E T  M I S S I L E S  S Y S T E M S  &  
E V A L U A T I O N  G R O U P  A N N E X  
N o v e m b e r  1 6 ,  M a r c h  5  
F L O R I D A  D E P A R T M E N T  O F  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  
O c t o b e r  2 4  
F O R D  M O T O R  C O M P A N Y  
F e b r u a r y  1 3  &  1 4  
F O S T E R  W H E E L E R  C O R P O R A T I O N  
O c t o b e r  1 2  
G A N N E T  F L E M I N G  C O R D D R A Y  &  C A R P E N T E R S ,  
I N C .  
O c t o b e r  2  
Consult Placement Office for Latest Information 
How to crack 
the bigoval. 
The big oval. That's Du Pont. And only a 
tough nut to crack if you haven't got the brains or 
drive to try. 
Du Pont is looking for ambitious college 
graduates. Not for a lot. But for the best. 
The best engineers, chemists, business stu­
dents. Men and women. Black and white. 
You can work hard at Du Pont. You can 
work in different fields, in different plants, in differ­
ent states. 
You can find yourself any kind of challenge 
you think you have the stuff to meet. Talk to your 
Du Pont recruiter when he comes to talk to you. 
<SP1I> 
REG. U.S. PAT OFF 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
The trouble with being a big, 
successful oil company is that 
nobody believes a word you say. 
If you've made up your 
mind that the guys who run 
oil companies are bad guys 
this isn't your ad. 
But if you like to keep an 
open mind, keep reading. And 
when you're through, we'd 
like you to believe one thing: 
that Gulf is every bit as con­
cerned about preserving and 
restoring the environment as 
you are. 
One way we can get you to 
believe this is to tell you what 
we're doing. So here's what 
we're doing: 
First, we've spent a lot of money fighting pollution for many years—$45 mil­
lion in 1971 alone, and a pro­
jected $196 million during the 
next five years. And it's 
bought us some very useful 
equipment and processes. 
It's bought us (and our 
neighbors) smokeless flare tips 
at plants and refineries—to 
insure 100% combustion of 
hydrocarbons when gases are 
vented for safety measures. 
Closed circuit TV monitor­
ing of flares for combustion 
control. Roofs that float on 
liquid storage tanks to prevent 
vapor formation and escape. 
Gulfining—a process that 
removes sulfur from home 
heating oil. And hydrodesul-
furization—to produce fuel 
that reduces sulfur dioxide 
emissions at industrial and 
power generating plants. 
We're also making progress 
in abating automotive exhaust 
emissions. With low-lead gaso­
line. And a smoke-suppressant 
additive that helps to mini­
mize emissions from diesel-
powered vehicles. 
Before you can correct pol­
lution, you have to trace it. 
So we built three mobile 
detector vans to use at Gulf 
plants: one pinpoints emis­
sions into the air; another 
pinpoints emissions into the 
water; and the third deter­
mines on the spot the best way 
to treat effluents. 
We  t r a n s p o r t  v a s t  amounts of petroleum by transoceanic tank­
ers. So we use special loading 
devices that keep accidental 
spills on board or in dock—and 
out of the water. And we have 
a major research program on 
clean-up technology. 
We're concerned with wildlife, too. That's o n e  r e a s o n  w e  d o ­
nated the land for the Tini-
cum Wildlife Preserve in 
Pennsylvania. It's a major 
stopping place for migratory 
birds that travel the Atlantic 
Flyway. And we've assisted 
several environmentalists in 
getting an interstate highway 
reconstructed so that the nat­
ural state of the land can be 
preserved. 
One of the problems with 
preserving natural resources is 
that we're simultaneously 
fighting a national energy 
shortage. So we're looking for 
new, ecologically sound fuel 
sources from coal, tar sands 
and shale. And we've entered 
the nuclear energy field. Our 
choice of nuclear power sys­
tems is a High Temperature 
Gas-cooled Reactor (FFTGR) 
that uses less uranium and 
discharges only about % as 
much waste heat as other 
nuclear systems now in com­
mercial operation. 
We may some day face a 
water shortage. So we've devel­
oped a way to purify brackish 
water and are working on 
ways to desalt sea water eco­
nomically. 
This is some of the work Gulf is doing. We know we have a lot more to 
do. But we're determined to 
do it. And we'd like you to 
believe that. 
If you'd like to help and you're about 
to graduate in engineering, marketing, 
or accounting, consider Gulf. Write 
Virgil S. Hanson, Gulf Oil Corporation, 
P.O. 2100, Houston, Texas 77001. Or see 
us on campus. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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G E N E R A L  D Y N A M I C S  
N o v e m b e r  8  
G E N E R A L  E L E C T R I C  
N o v e m b e r  2 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 2  
G E N E R A L  F O O D S  C O R P O R A T I O N  
F e b r u a r y  8  
G E N E R A L  M O T O R S  C O R P O R A T I O N  
M a r c h  1  
G E T T Y  O I L  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  2 4 ,  F e b r u a r y  7  
G O O D Y E A R  A T O M I C  C O R P O R A T I O N  
O c t o b e r  3 0  
G O O D Y E A R  T I R E  &  R U B B E R  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  1 8  
G U L F  O I L  C O R P O R A T I O N — U . S .  
O c t o b e r  1 3  
H O N E Y W E L L  I N C .  
N o v e m b e r  1 6 ,  F e b r u a r y  1 5  
H O U S T O N  L I G H T I N G  &  P O W E R  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  9 ,  F e b r u a r y  1 2  
H U M B L E  O I L  &  R E F I N I N G  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  1 3  &  1 4  
I N G A L L S  S H I P B U I L D I N G  
O c t o b e r  1 3  
I N G E R S O L L - R A N D  C O M P A N Y  
M a r c h  5  
I T T  A E T N A  M A N A G E M E N T  C O M P A N Y  
M a r c h  7  
J E T  P R O P U L S I O N  L A B O R A T O R I E S  
O c t o b e r  6  
J O H N S O N  S E R V I C E  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  6  
K A N S A S  S T A T E  H I G H W A Y  C O M M I S S I O N  
N o v e m b e r  1 0  
K O P P E R S  C O M P A N Y ,  I N C .  
F e b r u a r y  8  
L I B B E Y - O W E N S - F O R D  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  1 6 ,  J a n u a r y  2 4  
L I T T O N  I N D U S T R I E S  
O c t o b e r  2 5 ,  F e b r u a r y  9  
L I T T O N  S H I P  S Y S T E M S  
O c t o b e r  3  
M A R T I N  M A R I E T T A  C O R P O R A T I O N  
M a r c h  1 3  &  1 4  
M A S O N  &  H A N G E R / S I L A S  M A S O N  C O . ,  I N C .  
O c t o b e r  1 7  
M I S S O U R I  P A C I F I C  R A I L R O A D  C O .  
O c t o b e r  2 7  
M O B I L  O I L  C O R P O R A T I O N  
O c t o b e r  2 6 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 8 ,  M a r c h  1  
M O N S A N T O  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  2 4  &  2 5  
M O T O R O L A  I N C . / G O V E R N M E N T  E L E C T R O N I C S  
D I V I S I O N  
F e b r u a r y  2 3  
N A S A / L E W I S  R E S E A R C H  C E N T E R  
F e b r u a r y  1 3  
N E W P O R T  N E W S  S H I P B U I L D I N G  
N o v e m b e r  1 4 ,  F e b r u a r y  6  
N O R T H E R N  I L L I N O I S  G A S  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  3 1 ,  M a r c h  1 3  
N O R T H E R N  I N D I A N A  P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  C O .  
F e b r u a r y  2 7  
N O R T H S I D E  I N D E P E N D E N T  S C H O O L  D I S T R I C T  
A p r i l  1 2  
O T I S  E L E V A T O R  C O M P A N Y  
F e b r u a r y  2 2  
P H I L C O - F O R D  C O M P A N Y  
M a r c h  2 2  
P L A N T A T I O N  P I P E  L I N E  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  7  
P P G  I N D U S T R I E S ,  I N C .  
O c t o b e r  2 0  
P R O C T E R  &  G A M B L E  M A N U F A C T U R I N G  C O .  
N o v e m b e r  1 4 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 0  
R A Y T H E O N  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  1 7 ,  F e b r u a r y  6  
R O H M  &  H A A S  
O c t o b e r  2 5  
S A N  D I E G O  G A S  &  E L E C T R I C  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  1 0 ,  M a r c h  9  
S C H L U M B E R G E R  W E L L  S E R V I C E S  
O c t o b e r  2 4  
S E A R S ,  R O E B U C K  &  C O M P A N Y  
M a r c h  1 5  
S H U R E  B R O T H E R S  I N C O R P O R A T E D  
O c t o b e r  1 6 ,  M a r c h  1 9  
S I N G E R  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  3 1  
S T A N D A R D  O I L  C O M P A N Y  O F  C A L I F O R N I A  
O c t o b e r  2 3 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 3  
S T A N L E Y  C O N S U L T A N T S ,  I N C .  
S e p t e m b e r  2 8  
S T A U F F E R  C H E M I C A L  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  8 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 3  
S U N  O I L  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  2 0  
S W I F T  &  C O M P A N Y  
D e c e m b e r  1 2 ,  F e b r u a r y  8  
T E N N E S S E E  V A L L E Y  A U T H O R I T Y  
O c t o b e r  5 ,  F e b r u a r y  6  
T E X A C O ,  I N C .  
N o v e m b e r  2 ,  J a n u a r y  2 9  &  3 0  
T E X A S  E A S T E R N  T R A N S M I S S I O N  C O R P .  
O c t o b e r  3 1  
T E X A S  E L E C T R I C  S E R V I C E  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  1 1 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 1  
T E X A S  I N S T R U M E N T S  I N C .  
O c t o b e r  2 3 ,  F e b r u a r y  5  
T E X A S  P O W E R  &  L I G H T  
N o v e m b e r  2  
T E X A S — U . S .  C H E M I C A L S  
N o v e m b e r  3 0  
T H E  D E T R O I T  E D I S O N  C O M P A N Y  
O c t o b e r  9 ,  F e b r u a r y  2 0  
T H E  D O W  C H E M I C A L  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  1 5 ,  F e b r u a r y  7  
T H E  J O H N  H O P K I N S  U N I V E R S I T Y /  
A P P L I E D  P H Y S I C S  L A B O R A T O R Y  
N o v e m b e r  1 4  
T H E  K E L L Y  S P R I N G F I E L D  T I R E  C O M P A N Y  
F e b r u a r y  2 3  
T H E  M . W .  K E L L O G G  C O M P A N Y  
N o v e m b e r  3 ,  M a r c h  2  
T H E  M I T R E  C O M P A N Y  
F e b r u a r y  1  
T H E  T I M K E N  C O M P A N Y  
M a r c h  1 3  
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Dow is an equal opportunity employer—male/female 
We're looking for people who care. 
People who have strong ideas about the way things should be. Instead of the way 
they've always been. People who can direct these ambitions in the research and de­
velopment of chemicals and chemical products, plastics, packaging, metals, animal and 
human health products. And people who have science, engineering, manufacturing and 
marketing backgrounds to make and sell them. We'll give you an environment where 
you can make changes ... and grow with dignity, motivation and financial success. All 
we ask is that you use all the skills you have. Talk to the Dow recruiter on your campus, 
or write to the Dow location of your choice listed below: 
Gene Haggard 
Dow Chemical U.S.A. 
P. 0. Box 150 
Plaquemine, LA 70764 
Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company 
Richard Hansen 
Dow Chemical U.S.A. 
P. 0. Box K 
Freeport, TX 77541 
Arthur Shaw 
Dow Chemical U.S.A. 
P. 0. Box 1398 
Pittsburg, CA 94565 
James Townsend 
Dow Chemical U.S.A. 
P. 0. Box 1713 
Midland, Ml 48640 
Don Prochazka 
Dow Chemical U.S.A. 
P. 0. Box 888 
Golden, CO 80401 
DOW CHEMICAL U.S.A. 
TRANSCONTINENTAL GAS PIPE LINE CO. 
October 16 
TRW SYSTEMS 
October 12, February 8 
UNION CARBIDE/LINDE DIVISION 
January 25 
UNION OIL COMPANY 
October 9 
UNITED NUCLEAR CORPORATION 
October 5 




U.S. PATENT OFFICE 
November 9 
WESTERN GEOPHYSICAL COMPANY 
November 7, March 27 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
October 17, February 21 
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Create 
Communications 
Theo Klmber, BSEE Tennessee State '72, 
explores a digital processing problem. In the tall, 
he will begin his MS program at Stanford. 
Bell Laboratories, the Research 
and Development unit of the Bell 
System, has career opportunities 
for graduates in electrical, me­
chanical and general engineering 
fields, and computer science. 
As a member of our technical 
staff, you will be able to enter our 
Graduate Study Program and earn 
an MS in Engineering at company 
expense. Your graduate work will 
be either full-time at one of sev­
eral outstanding engineering 
schools, or part-time at a qualified 
school near one of our laboratory 
mcations. A graduate tuition reim­
bursement plan is also available 
if you should wish to continue 
study beyond the MS degree. 
There are 18 Bell Laboratory loca­
tions in 9 states. Our main facili­
ties are in New Jersey and near 
Chicago. Others are in Colorado 
Georgia, Indiana, Massachusetts' 
North Carolina, Ohio and Penn­
sylvania. 
Bell Laboratories is responsible 
forresearch, development, de­
sign and systems engineering 
covering every aspect of commu­
nications. As an employee, you 
will be part of an organization with 
a world-wide reputation for tech­
nical excellence. Bell Laborato­
ries people invented the transistor, 
developed the Telstar® communi­
cations satellites and pioneered 
experiments in microwave sys­
tems. 
Today teams of engineers, includ­
ing graduates from your school, 
are working at the forefront of 
modern technology in communi­
cations systems, equipment and 
components. 
See your Bell System recruiting 
team when they visit your cam­
pus on October 10,1972 
or, if you wish, write directly to: 
M. A. Conway, Head, Technical 
BS/MS Employment Dept. 
Bell Laboratories, 
Holmdel, New Jersey 07733. 
Bell Laboratories 
An equal opportunity employer, M/F 
We need new leaders 
to show us the way! 
Todays Navy offers college graduates jobs paying $1,000 a THE NAVY 592a 
month with just three years service—jobs paralleling almost Navy Yard, Building 157-4, Washington. D. C. 20390 
any position available in civilian life. More than that, today's Please send information on Navy Programs for College Graduates. 
Navy doesn't try to remake people—the Navy can afford you Namp A 
with your dignity and personal integrity intact. Check it out with 
your local Navy Recruiter or send the coupon. Or, if you've got Address 
3 minutes, give us a call—it's free. 
800-424-8880 (or in District of Clty ~ Columbia 433-2000) state. Zip_ 
IJK/-/ /... 
"You can get ahead faster 
when you work with pros, 
like the ones at Celanese'.' 
We can think of only one possible 
stumbling block to advancement at 
Celanese. You. Carry your weight in 
work load and responsibility, and 
you've got it made. Fast. 
For example, when you join Cel­
anese, you'll skip the conventional, 
time-consuming formal training pro­
gram. Instead you'll be assigned a 
project of importance. One that tests 
and develops your skills. You'll be on 
your own, but with help handy if you 
want it. Responsible for your own 
project, and reporting results directly 
to management. You'll be judged and 
rewarded on your performance. In 
other words, as a professional. 
Frankly, we have to be profes­
sional. 
We're still a lean, vitally young 
company, with an impressive growth 
record. And sales over a billion dollars 
annually. More important, we plan to 
do a lot more growing during the 70s ^ 
and 80's. We need people who can 
work as pros with pros. 
We have large, diversified stakes * " 
in four important high-technology in­
dustries—fibers, chemicals, plastics 
and coatings. And our products num­
ber in the thousands. So you've got a 
lot of open roads to the top. 
If we sound like a company you'd 
like to work with, have your place­
ment office set up an interview. Or 
write to Dr. S.T. Clark, Celanese Cor­




What it is - -at /Ttna 
Sheryll Lipscomb 
Claim Processor 
Little Rock, Ark. 
"Times are changing. I've been promoted and 
have the authority to settle claims at my own 
discretion. /Etna is helping me attend the 
University of Arkansas, and I hope to get even 
a higher position. I feel there is opportunity 
at /Etna for all people who are willing to 
work and learn." 
Leon T. Lyons (and Mrs. Lyons) 
Training Supervisor, Life School 
Hartford, Conn. 
"I'm not deluding myself into thinking that 
/Etna is perfect for the black man. Few 
companies are. But I'd say that /Etna comes 
closer than any. At least they've made an 
honest start and the doors are opening wide 
to black talent." 
Richard G. Shaw 
Superintendent 
Field Controllers Department 
Washington, D.C. 
"Some companies say a great deal about equal 
opportunities when hiring a black employee, 
then after he's demonstrated his ability, tend 
to forget he exists. I had the feeling that 
would happen to me. Instead, I can truly say 
I've had the opportunity to deal with people 
as individuals, supervise employees, and set 
goals. And have found ways to reach the goals 
within a reasonable amount of time." 
Robert A. States, Manager, Tax Account­
i n g ,  H a r t f o r d ,  C o n n e c t i c u t  •  F o r r e s t  A .  
J e n k i n s ,  L i f e  A g e n t ,  P o r t l a n d ,  O r e g o n *  
Winifred Buford, Processor, Group Claims, 
Cleveland, Ohio • Hyland T. Hubbard, III, 
Marketing Representative, Washington, D.C. 
• Louis A. Hampton, Underwriter, Atlanta, 
Georgia • and others are on record as feel­
ing much the same way. The doors are open­
ing wide. If you would like to know about 
the job opportunities, write to John Pat 
Hollier, Claims Representative, kEtna Life St 
Casualty, 2505 Fannin Street, Houston, TX 
75201. He'll tell you what's happening. 
OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE 
We are an equal opportunity employer LI FE& CASUALTY 
RECRUITING SCHEDULE —CHRONOLOGICAL 
SEPTEMBER 27, 1972 
U.S. ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND 
SEPTEMBER 28, 1972 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS, INC. 
Engineers 
OCTOBER 2, 1972 
GANNET FLEMING CORDDRAY & CARPENTERS, INC. 
Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Architectural 
Engineering and Summer Employment 
OCTOBER 3, 1972 
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY/INTERNAL 
REVENUE SERVICE 
Business Majors 
LITTON SHIP SYSTEMS 
OCTOBER 4, 1972 
CELANESE CORPORATION 
Mechanical Engineering, Business and Chemistry. 
OCTOBER 5, 1972 
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
UNITED NUCLEAR CORPORATION 
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, & Indus­
trial Engineering. 
OCTOBER 6, 1972 
JET PROPULSION LABORATORIES 
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Physics, 
and Mathematics. 
JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering. 
OCTOBER 9, 1972 
THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY 
HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER COMPANY 
Engineering and Business. 
UNION OIL COMPANY 
OCTOBER 10, 1972 
BELL SYSTEMS/AT&T LONG LINES/BELL LABORAT­
ORIES/WESTERN ELECTRIC/SOUTHWESTERN BELL 
BENDIX/KANSAS CITY DIVISION/AEROSPACE 
SYSTEMS DIVISION 
OCTOBER 11, 1972 
DALLAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. 
TEXAS ELECTRIC SERVICE COMPANY 
Engineering and Business. 
BENDIX/KANSAS CITY DIVISION/AEROSPACE 
SYSTEMS DIVISION 
OCTOBER 12, 1972 
FOSTER WHEELER CORPORATION 
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering and Electrical 
Engineering. 
TRW SYSTEMS 
Electrical Engineering, Physics, Mechanical Engineering 
and Mathematics. 
OCTOBER 13, 1972 
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION 
Engineering. 
INGALLS SHIPBUILDING 
GULF OIL COMPANY—U.S. 
OCTOBER 16, 1972 
EATON CORPORATION 
TRANSCONTINENTAL GAS PIPE LINE CO. 
SHURE BROTHERS INCORPORATED 
OCTOBER 17, 1972 
FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK 
MASON & HANGER/SILAS MASON CO., INC. 
CHEVRON OIL COMPANY 
OCTOBER 18, 1972 
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering and Electrical 
Engineering. 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
CAMERON IRON WORKS, INC. 
Mechanical Engineering and Business. 
CABOT CORPORATION 
OCTOBER 19, 1972 
COLUMBIA GULF TRANSMISSION COMPANY 
Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering and Mechanical 
Engineering. 
E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC. 
Engineering, Mathematics, Science and Business 
Administration. 
OCTOBER 20, 1972 
E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC. 
Engineering, Mathematics, Science and Business 
Administration. 
PPG INDUSTRIES, INC. 
SUN OIL COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineers 
OCTOBER 23, 1972 
DIAMOND SHAMROCK CORPORATION 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA 
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering and Electrical 
Engineering. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. 
Electrical Engineering, Physics, Industrial Technology, 
Computer Science, Mechanical Engineering and 
Industrial Engineering. 
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First, 
you have to know you're good. 
Then, 
we have to convince you that 
we deserve you. 
Your grades are important. But there are also other kinds of accomplishment. 
You start by practicing the skills you have learned in college, provided 
we can match your interests at the time we talk. Perhaps they will remain strong for 
your whole career, or perhaps they will develop in a surprising direction. Either way, 
contributions are made and rewarded. 
The whole world has long known Kodak as highly successful innova­
tors, manufacturers, and marketers of photographic goods for home and work, as well 
as of fibers and chemical products for industry and the laboratory. 
Why are we successful? 
Because we manage to make it interesting for very competent people 
to stick with us. And not for the money alone. 
If you want the details, tell your placement office or write Business 
and Technical Personnel, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. 14650. 
Kodak is an equal-opportunity employer. 
"We" had darn well better reflect 
the demographic makeup of the 
U.S. population available for em­
ployment. Nothing else makes 
sense. 
OCTOBER 24, 1972 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
MONSANTO COMPANY 
GETTY OIL COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineers 
SCHLUMBERGER WELL SERVICES 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. 
OCTOBER 25, 1972 
MONSANTO COMPANY 
ROHM & HAAS 
Mechanical Engineering, Chemistry and Accounting. 
TEXAS ELECTRIC SERVICE COMPANY 
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and 
Business Administration. 
LITTON INDUSTRIES 
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mathe­
matics with Computer Science. 
AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES, INC./VITRO 
LABORATORIES DIV. 
OCTOBER 26, 1972 
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and 
Business Administration. 
MOBIL OIL CORPORATION 
OCTOBER 27, 1972 
MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD CO. 
Industrial Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Marketing and 
Computer Science. 
ALUMINUM CO. OF AMERICA (ALCOA) 
THE FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO./ORANGE, 
TEXAS PLANT/LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA PLANT/ 
MANUFACTURING, TECHNICAL & FINANCIAL 
DIVISION 
OCTOBER 30, 1972 
GOODYEAR ATOMIC CORPORATION 
OCTOBER 31, 1972 
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY/CIVILIAN MANPOWER 
MANAGEMENT 
EBASCO SERVICES INC. 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS GAS COMPANY 
Engineering, Accounting and Economics. 
SINGER COMPANY 
TEXAS EASTERN TRANSMISSION CORP. 
Engineering 
NOVEMBER 1, 1972 
AMOCO CHEMICALS CORPORATION 
DALLAS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
All Majors 
NOVEMBER 2, 1972 
TEXACO, INC. 
TEXAS POWER & LIGHT 
CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
NOVEMBER 3, 1972 
EMERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CITY PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. 
THE M. W. KELLOGG COMPANY 
NOVEMBER 7, 1972 
PLANTATION PIPE LINE COMPANY 
WESTERN GEOPHYSICAL COMPANY 
Mathematics, Physics and Electrical Engineering. 
XEROX CORPORATION 
NOVEMBER 8, 1972 
GENERAL DYNAMICS 
Business Administration, Civil Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Accounting and Electronics. 
DEERE & COMPANY 
AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANY 
STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY 
NOVEMBER 9, 1972 
U.S. PATENT OFFICE 
COLGATE PALMOLIVE COMPANY 
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY 
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY 
NOVEMBER 10, 1972 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Engineering 
BAROID DIV./NL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
BARBER-COLEMAN COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering. 
KANSAS STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION 
NOVEMBER 13, 1972 
HUMBLE OIL & REFINING COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering and Electrical 
Engineering. 
NOVEMBER 14, 1972 
THE JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY/APPLIED PHYSICS 
LABORATORY 
Physics and Electrical Engineering. (Summer) 
HUMBLE OIL & REFINING COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering and Electrical 
Engineering. 
CPC INTERNATIONAL INC. 
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Business 
Administration and Chemistry. 
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering. 
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING 
Engineering 
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PRAIRIE VIEW A. AND M. COLLEGE CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER 
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Last First Middle 








o COLLEGE ADDRESS (Street, City, State) College Phone U. S. Citizen 
Yes Q No 
If "No", type of Visa 
Physical Limitations father's Occupation Foreign Languages 
TYPE OF WORK DESIRED 
1st Choice 2nd Choice Date Available 
o-ie WORK LOCATION RESTRICTIONS (If any) 
H 
Social Security Number 
/ / 


























m THESIS AND DISSERTATION TITLE(S) 
o 
O 
NAMES OF ADVISOR(S) 
COLLEGE HONORS, PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES, FRATERNITIES, AND ACTIVITIES (Give Positions Held) 
COLLEGE EXPENSES EARNED HOW EARNED 
SIGNIFICANT WORK EXPERIENCE 
(Names and addresses of Employers) Discription of Work 







Anticipated Military Duty 
Branch 
Army ROT C 
Yes QI] No 
Navy R O T C 
Yes • No • 
PREVIOUS SERVICE (Branch) From To Rank 
REFERENCES (Names and addresses - Preferably Faculty and Staff) 
Experience 






If you want to grow 
with a growth company... 
go with 
Westinghouse. In the past five years, our sales 
have gone up over sixty percent 
and profits have kept pace. Our 
goal is continued growth. Much of 
it will come from our commitment 
to improve the world we live in. 
When you're in everything from 
housing to urban development, 
to health care, to mass transit, to 
water pollution control and nu­
clear generation—the opportuni­
ties are boundless. 
We need help. We need grad­
uates who want to grow and con-
tributeto society atthe same time. 
Westinghouse believes the two 
are not mutually exclusive. 
Talk with our campus recruiter 
about starting a growth career 
with Westinghouse, or write to 
George Garvey, Westinghouse 
Education Center, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania 15221. 
An equal opportunity employer. 
You can be sure.Jf it's Westinghouse @ 
NOVEMBER 15, 1972 
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY 
NOVEMBER 16, 1972 
CUMMINS ENGINE COMPANY, INC. 
HONEYWELL INC. 
FLEET MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS & EVALUATION 
GROUP ANNEX 
Physics, Industrial Engineering and Electronics. 
LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD COMPANY 
NOVEMBER 17, 1972 
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY 
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Mechanical 
Engineering and Physics. 
NOVEMBER 30, 1972 
TEXAS—U.S. CHEMICALS 
DECEMBER 4, 1972 
U.S. NAVY 
DECEMBER 5, 1972 
AETNA LI F E & CASUALTY 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
Engineering and Science 
DECEMBER 6, 1972 
BATTELLE COLUMBUS LABS 
DECEMBER 7, 1972 
DOW BADISCHE COMPANY 
DECEMBER 12, 1972 
SWIFT & COMPANY 
JANUARY 23, 1973 
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Civil 
Engineering. 
CENTRAL ILLINOISPUBLIC SERVICE 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. 
JANUARY 24, 1973 
LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD COMPANY 
JANUARY 25, 1973 
UNION CARBIDE/LINDE DIVISION 
JANUARY 26, 1973 
CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO. 
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering and Architectural Engineering. 
JANUARY 29, 1973 
TEXACO, INC. 
JANUARY 30, 1973 
TEXACO, INC. 
JANUARY 31, 1973 
CUMMINS ENGINE CO. INC. 
FEBRUARY 1, 1973 
THE MITRE COMPANY 
FEBRUARY 5, 1973 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
Mathematics, Business, Science and Liberal Arts. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. 
Electrical Engineering, Industrial Technology, 
Mechanical Engineering, Physics and Industrial 
Engineering. 
COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC. 
FEBRUARY 6, 1973 
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
Electrical Engineering, Physics, Mechanical Engineering 
and Mathematics. 
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY/INTERNAL REVENUE 
SERVICE 
Business Majors 
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING 
Engineering 
FEBRUARY 7, 1973 
BUFFALO FORGE COMPANY 
DEERE & COMPANY 
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 
GETTY OIL COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineers 
CELANESE CORPORATION 
Mechanical Engineering, Business and Chemistry. 
FEBRUARY 8, 1973 
TRW SYSTEMS 
Electrical Engineering, Physics, Mechanical Engineering 
and Mathematics. 
SWIFT & COMPANY 
KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 
GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION 
FEBRUARY 9, 1973 
LITTON INDUSTRIES 
Mechanical Engineering, Mathematics and Electrical 
Engineering. 
CARRIER CORPORATION 
Mechanical Engineering, Physics, Industrial Engineering, 
Industrial Technology, Mathematics and Accounting. 
FEBRUARY 12, 1973 
HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER COMPANY 
Engineering and Business 
DIAMOND SHAMROCK CORPORATION 
FEBRUARY 13, 1973 
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 
NASA/LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER 
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and 
Mathematics. 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
Engineering and General 
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True, the future is full of surprises. 
But the odds favor the person—or the 
company—who knows what the odds 
are. With a versatile talent for seizing 
new opportunities, Koppers thrives 
on change. We sell 270 products 
to 40 leading markets. We do most of 
our business in markets that are 
growing faster than the economy. 
We keep adding new products—90 in 
the past ten years—to strengthen our 
growth prospects. We're in chemicals, 
plastics, environmental systems, 
architectural and construction 
materials, engineered products 
and projects worth going into. 
Does our map sound like your map? 
Possibly our futures lie in the same 
direction. For our booklet, "Koppers 
and the Impatient Graduate," write 
John E. Shackelford, Koppers 
Company, Inc., Koppers Building, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219. 











If you're headed for the future, 
you may want to join Koppers. 
We're going too, and we have a map. 
FEBRUARY 13, 1973 continued 
AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANY 
FEBRUARY 14, 1973 
CAMERON IRON WORKS, INC. 
Mechanical Engineering and Business. 
W.R. GRACE COMPANY 
Mechanical Engineering 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
Engineering and General 
FEBRUARY 15, 1973 
COLUMBIA GULF TRANSMISSION CO. 




FEBRUARY 19, 1973 
ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY 
General Business 
FEBRUARY 20, 1973 
PROCTER / GAMBLE MANUFACTURING CO. 
Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering. 
THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY 
FEBRUARY 21, 1973 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY 
TEXAS ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Business and Engineering 
CABOT CORPORATION 
FEBRUARY 22, 1973 
OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 
DALLAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
FEBRUARY 23, 1973 
THE KELLY SPRINGFIELD TIRE COMPANY 
MOTOROLA INC./GOVERNMENT ELECTRONICS 
DIVISION 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA 
Mechanical, Electrical and Civil Engineering. 
STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY 
FEBRUARY 27, 1973 
NORTHERN INDIANA PUBLIC SERVICE CO. 
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering and Accounting. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY/CIVILIAN MANPOWER 
MANAGEMENT 
FEBRUARY 28, 1973 
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY 
MOBIL OIL CORPORATION 
MARCH 1, 1973 
MOBIL OIL CORPORATION 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
MARCH 2, 1973 
EMERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY 
THE M.W. KELLOGG COMPANY 
MARCH 5, 1973 
INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY 
FLEET MISSILES SYSTEMS & EVALUATION GROUP 
ANNEX 
MARCH 6, 1973 
AVONDALE SHIPYARDS, INC. 
MARCH 7, 1973 
CLAIROL INC. 
ITT AETNA MANAGEMENT COMPANY 
MARCH 8, 1973 
CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY 
MARCH 9, 1973 
YORK AIRCONDITIONING 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Engineering 
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY/ORANGE, 
TEXAS PLANT/LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA PLANT/ 
MANUFACTURING, TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL 
DlVISION/WYANDOTTE, MICHIGAN PLANT 
MARCH 13, 1973 
CPC INTERNATIONAL INC. 
Mechanical Engineering, Chemistry, Electrical Engineer­
ing and Business Administration. 
THE TIMKEN COMPANY 
Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Mechanical Engineer­
ing and Business Administration. 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS GAS COMPANY 
Engineering, Accounting and Economics. 
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION 
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, Physics and Electronics. 
MARCH 14, 1973 
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA 
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION 
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, Physics and Electronics. 
BENDIX CORPORATION/KANSAS CITY DIVISION/ 
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION 
MARCH 15, 1973 
SEARS, ROEBUCK & COMPANY 
Business, Marketing and Economics. 
AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY 
BENDIX CORPORATION/KANSAS CITY DIVISION/ 
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION 
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go at Ford? 
We need good people. Period. 
If you're good and can apply 
yourself, you'll get somewhere. If 
you're not, you won't. It's as 
simple as that. 
We're not going to try to snow 
you, by pointing to a few isolated 
examples of Blacks who have 
achieved outstanding success 
with Ford Motor Company. Quite 
frankly, we can't point to any 
Black vice-presidents. Most of 
our Black graduates haven't been 
with the Company long enough 
to reach the exalted ranks of top 
management. But the Blacks 
who are here are working hard 
and they're making progress in 
line with their capabilities. Some 
are doing better than others. 
There's opportunity to get 
somewhere at Ford. The auto­
mobile business is faced with 
more tough problems than most 
industries face in a lifetime. 
Problems of automotive safety, 
emissions control, customer satis­
faction, product quality—and 
government involvement in our 
business as never before. 
Tough problems like these 
have created a very special work­
ing atmosphere at Ford. An 
atmosphere where people with 
ideas gain respect no matter how 
old they are, what sex they are, 
what color they are. 
It means that if you've got what 
it takes for the challenge of the 
automobile business, you'll move. 
We can't afford to hold back 
people who've "got it" because 
they're Black. We can't afford 
to promote them just because 
they are. 
If you would like to find out 
more about the specific career 
opportunities available at Ford, 
see our recruiter when he visits 
your campus or write Mr. Donald 
Vest, College Recruiting Depart­
ment, Ford Motor Company, 
The American Road, Dearborn, 
Michigan 48121. 
...has a better idea 
(we listen better) 
An equal opportunity employer. 
General Telephone & Electronics—Dept. 25,730Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 
If you think this is the only reason to 
come to work for us you're half right. 
This isn't going to be another one of those 
"all-we-care-about-is-people-not-money" rou­
tines that get so popular this time of year. 
Not that we have anything against people, 
you understand. 
Or money. 
There just isn't much any company can do 
for itself, its employees, or its customers, with­
out profits. 
And we like to think that everywhere we've 
made money we've made life a little better for 
people. 
That's the big secrettodoing business with 
the public. Remembering that the public is peo­
ple. 
It's the approach all our companies use. 
In the case of our telephone operating 
companies, the public is people to whom the 
telephone is part of everyday life. They're the 
reason we're installing the latest in electronic 
transmission systems for faster, more reliable 
communications and service. 
They're also the reason we're spending 
$1.1 billion on new equipment and training pro­
grams this year alone. 
A good part of the same public is people 
who run businesses. To help them communi­
cate better, the same telephone operating com­
panies have gone past voice communications 
ai~id on into the very latest advances in data 
and video communications. 
To meet the growing demand for communi­
cations, GTE Automatic Electric and GTE 
Lenkurt, the companies that make our commu­
nications equipment, have squeezed more con­
versations than ever before into a telephone 
line. 
In the case of our GTE Sylvania company 
(they're our specialists in lighting, TV, stereo, 
and advanced electronics),the public is people 
who like knowing their streets and highways 
are safer because they're well lit as much as 
they like relaxing in front of the television or 
listening to good music. 
Still more. 
To our GTE International subsidiary, the 
public is people in underdeveloped countries 
who need agricultural, business, or engineer­
ing information. So they get it in minutes via 
our satellite earth stations and microwave 
communications systems. 
Our GTE Laboratories subsidiary is re­
searching, would you believe, the possible 
benefits of new lighting on people's health. 
These are just a few of the things that hap­
pen when you treat the public like individuals 
who know what they want. 
It's the other half of the reason to come to 
work for us. 
We think it's enough. 
GEflERALTELEPHOflE G ELECTROfllCS 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIES 
For bachelor and 
master-degree candidates 
NIH 
The world's largest center 
for conquest of disease 
and improvement of human health 
The National Institutes of Health—NIH—is the principal re­
search arm of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
and conducts many of the most advanced programs in medical 
science today. These programs require specialists in a wide 
range of disciplines. Examples of career possibilities: 
CHEMISTS (BIOCHEMISTRY) . . . MICROBIOLOGISTS . . . 
NURSES... MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS... LIBRARIANS (M.S: 
ONLY) . . . MANAGEMENT INTERNS 
These are permanent positions that offer high professional 
challenge and the benefits of career Federal employment. 
Starting salaries are attractive and opportunity for advancement 
is excellent. 
An NIH representative will be visiting many campuses soon 
to discuss these positions with interested students. We urge 
you to get further information about a career with NIH from the 
Placement Office, or contact: 
College Relations Officer 
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH 
Bethesda, Maryland 20014 
Phone: (301) 496-4707 
An equal opportunity employer, M&F 
Who says 
there are 
no jobs for 
engineering 
grads? 
M A R C H  1 6 ,  1 9 7 3  
C A R N A T I O N  C O M P A N Y  
M A R C H  1 9 ,  1 9 7 3  
S H U R E  B R O T H E R S ,  I N C .  
M e c h a n i c a l  a n d  E l e c t r i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g .  
M A R C H  2 2 ,  1 9 7 3  
P H I  L C O - F O R D  C O M P A N Y  
M A R C H  2 3 ,  1 9 7 3  
E B A S C O  S E R V I C E S  I N C .  
M A R C H  2 7 ,  1 9 7 3  
W E S T E R N  G E O P H Y S I C A L  C O M P A N Y  
M a t h e m a t i c s ,  P h y s i c s  a n d  E l e c t r i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g .  
M A R C H  2 8 ,  1 9 7 3  
B A R B E R - C O L E M A N  C O M P A N Y  
M e c h a n i c a l  a n d  E l e c t r i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g .  
A P R I L  1 2 ,  1 9 7 3  
N O R T H S I D E  I N D E P E N D E N T  S C H O O L  D I S T R I C T  
E D N A  I N D E P E N D E N T  S C H O O L  D I S T R I C T  
The nuclear field is bigger than ever. 
United Nuclear is bigger than ever. 
You'll have a bigger opportunity than ever. 
UNC is an acknowledged leader in the nuclear 
field with a consistent record of growth. Our 
management is progressive, dynamic and de­
termined to make our future an even bigger one. 
To motivated people with fresh ideas who want 
to contribute, we offer real professional and 
career satisfaction. 
If you have a B.S. or M.S. degree in Electrical, 
Mechanical, Metallurgical, Industrial, Welding, 
Engineering Science or Industrial Management 
Engineering, we have a position for you in areas 
of Manufacturing, Production and Quality 
Control. 
Come in and talk with our representative when 
he visits your campus or send your resume to: 
David E. Bausch, Placement Supervisor, United 
Nuclear Corporation, 365 Winchester Ave., 




An equal opportunity employer, M/F 
At Stauffer, your 
career not only 
it moves in 
tlie right direction. 
If you're a Chemical Engineer, Mechanical Engineer or 
Chemist with the ability to grow fast, you belong at 
Stauffer. Because we want you to help us grow fast. And we 
know you'll grow best in the career that fits your individual 
bent and personality as well as your education. You've 
got a wide choice of opportunities at Stauffer, and giving 
you immediate responsibility helps you decide sooner. 
You may lean toward engineering, production or research. 
Or you may find—as many engineers and chemists have-
that Stauffer's problem-solving approach to technical 
sales offers challenges and rewards you may have 
overlooked. You may also have a special interest in one of 
the product areas in which we're setting a fast pace-
agricultural chemicals, industrial chemicals, plastics and 
specialty chemicals. 
You'll find other important satisfactions at Stauffer, too. An 
interdisciplinary environment that gives you a generalist's 
view and helps you keep in touch with many technologies. 
A size and breadth that gives you plenty of room, combined 
with the tightly-knit feel of a company that encourages 
and recognizes the contributions of the individual. 
See our representative when he visits 
your campus. Or write to Coordinator 
of College Recruiting, Dept. M, 
Stauffer Chemical Company, 
Westport, Connecticut 06880. 
A n  E q u a l  O p p o r t u n i t y  E m p l o y e r  M / F  
Continued from Page 16 
to incorporate subsequent changes. 
11. The placement office should inform candidates of the types 
of positions for which the employer will be interviewing on the 
proposed campus visit. To the extent of the time allotted for the 
campus visit, the placement office should schedule appointments 
for interested candidates who appear to be qualified. 
12. The placement office should inform employers planning to 
visit the campus about the response of the candidates. This will 
give the employer an opportunity to adjust the number of inter­
viewers in accordance with the appointments scheduled. 
THE CANDIDATE 
1. In preparation for interviews with prospective employers, 
the candidate should analyze his interests and abilities, consider 
his career objectives, seek information about the fields of his 
interest through published materials and counseling, and organize 
his thoughts so that he may ask and answer questions intelligently. 
2. The candidate should notify the placement office as early 
as possible of the interviews he wishes to have. He should also 
notify the placement office immediately if he subsequently finds 
that there is reason for him to cancel any appointments. 
3. Before taking an interview, the candidate should read the 
company material and fill out such forms as may be required. 
He should arrive on time for his appointment and conduct himself 
in a businesslike manner. 
4. The candidate who is invited to visit an employer's prem­
ises should promptly acknowledge the invitation and should accept 
only if he is sincerely interested in a position with that employer. 
If the candidate is to set the date of his visit, he should write the 
employer sufficiently in advance to permit the employer to confirm 
the date. 
5. A candidate making a visit at an employer's expense should 
seek reimbursement only for those expenditures which pertain to 
the trip. If he visits other employers on the same trip, he should 
prorate the total cost among them. 
• rece'ves an offer of employment, the candidate 
s ou notify the employer as soon as possible, but no later than 
t e deadline specified by the employer, whether he will or will 
not accept. 
7. If a candidate has a legitimate reason for the extended 
consideration of more than one offer, he should not only notify 
emp oyers whose offers he is refusing, but also communicate with 
employers under consideration to attempt to establish a mutually 
satis actory decision date. He should make his final choice at the 
earliest possible date. 
8. A candidate should realize that an employment offer is to 
accepted in good faith and with sincere intentions of honoring 
he commitment. He should not thereafter present himself for 
interviews with other employers. 
throughout his negotiations for employment, the candidate 
ou eep the placement office advised of his decisions. 
Compliance 
A complaint against a candidate involving a breach of ethic 
con net in these matters should be made directly to the placeme 
o cer concerned. Sanctions, if required, should be as prescrib 
Y t at candidate s college or university. The placement offic 
should advise the employer registering the complaint of the d 
position of the case. 
Progress today—tangible progress, for millions of people—calls for planning and building 
on a vast scale. Modern complexes that combine living, shopping, and recreation are bringing 
new vigor to our urban centers. And people in our expanding rural and suburban areas 
IC demand no less a share in a better life. 
MVWJI>V B3 Today, more than ever, electricity is being called upon to power progress. But the need is 
^ ' m So great that old ways of producing electricity can no longer 
•ft flinty ft&Ot3 f $£ do the job. What is needed is new thinking, fresh insights, creative 
Jr m breakthroughs. That is why Ebasco-more than ever in its 67-year 
history as engineers, consultants and builders to the electric utility industry-is being called 
• •Iff J#rf!2f • 'K? upon to take the lead. Our current contracts will take us well beyond the more than 
eight billion dollars worth of power plant installations we've already designed and 
constructed around the world. , „ 
Our expanded fossil fuel, nuclear, and hydro-electric power plant program offers 
opportunities for responsibility, achievement and recognition on our professional team. If you are an Electrical, 
Mechanical Civil, Metallurgical or Nuclear Engineer who seeks a career in the 
forefront of the effort to provide power for people and progress, why not make a date to see 
our recruiter on campus, or write to 
College Relations Department 181, 
Ebasco Services, Incorporated, 
Two Rector Street, New York, N.Y. 10006. M A il.Kjny-. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. [ ̂ 1 1.  pH* l  Services Incorporated 
enMCiii TflNTS . FNOINFFRS • (".(INSTRUCTORS 
a Boise Cascade Company 

The best salesman is usually someone 
who never thought about being one. 
Maybe you didn't go to college 
to be a salesman. In fact, if you 
make a list, salesman would 
probably be the last thing on it. 
And selling life insurance 
wouldn't even enter into it. 
But we've got news for you. 
A successful Metropolitan Life 
sales representative, out of 
college for five years, earns 
more than most of his classmates 
who become lawyers, account­
ants or engineers. And he's just 
getting started. 
But even more important than 
the amount of money he earns 
is the inner satisfaction he gets 
from the job. That's where being 
a Metropolitan Life salesman 
really pays. 
Your job is always different, 
but it never changes. 
Ifs the kind of job that earns 
you respect. 
It's helping people. In their 
brightest hour, or their darkest. 
Through your efforts, 
families are able to stay together, 
children's educations are 
assured, houses remain homes, 
businesses remain solvent, and 
men and women are able to 
enjoy comfortable retirement. 
It's hard, challenging work. 
But when you're established, 
you will have freedom of action 
and decision, your hours are 
whatever hours you choose to 
work, your vacation whenever 
you choose to take it. 
Ifs one of the few remaining 
non-structured careers. And 
the only rigid rules are the ones 
you set for yourself. 
If you like being your own 
man you'll like working for 
Metropolitan. 
Our business is life, and 
you're welcome to become 
a part of it. 
If you're interested in a career 
as a Metropolitan Life salesman 
or saleswoman, and feel you're 
qualified, and we agree with 
you, there's a place for you in 
our organization. 
Ask your placement advisor 
to set up an appointment. 
Or you can contact our nearest 
sales office. 
Or write to Mr. L.W.Jackson, 
Recruiting Services, 
Metropolitan Life, 1 Madison 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010. 
Metropolitan Life 
We sell life insurance. 
But our business is life. 
An equal opportunity employer. 
©1972 
P l a c e m e n t  P u b l i c a t i o n s ,  I n c .  
